World Consumption Report on Paper Bag & Coated & Treated Paper


This World Consumption Report on Paper Bag & Coated & Treated Paper provides data on the net consumption of Products and Services in each of the countries listed. The Products and Services covered (Paper bag & coated & treated paper manufacturing) are classified by the 5-Digit United States Commerce Department Major Product Codes and each Product and Services is then further defined and analyzed by each 6 to 10-Digit United States Commerce Department Product Codes. This report consists of a DVD containing the entire report web and databases. Readers can access and reproduce the information for inclusion into their own documents or reports. The tables & databases are in Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling. This database is updated monthly.


Net consumption of Paper Bag & Coated & Treated Paper Products & Services in each country.

This database covers NAICS code: 32222. Products/Services classified by 5-Digit US Commerce Department Code and then defined by each 6 to 10-Digit Product Codes.


PAPER BAG & COATED & TREATED PAPER: PRODUCTS & MARKETS COVERED:

Paper bag & coated & treated paper manufacturing

Coated & laminated packaging paper & plastics film

Single-web paper, coated rolls & sheets, incl waxed, for flexible packaging uses

Plastics-coated single-web paper, rolls & sheets, for flexible packaging uses

Coated single-web paper (other than plastics-coated), rolls & sheets, incl waxed, for flexible packaging uses

Single-web paper, coated rolls & sheets, incl waxed, for flexible packaging uses, nsk

Multiweb laminated rolls & sheets, except foil & film-film, for flexible packaging uses

Paper-paper multiweb laminated rolls & sheets, for flexible packaging uses

Film-paper multiweb laminated rolls & sheets, for flexible packaging uses

Multiweb laminated rolls & sheets, except foil & film-film, for flexible packaging uses, nsk

Coated & laminated packaging paper & plastics film, nsk, total

Coated & laminated package paper & plastics film, nsk, total
Coated & laminated package paper & plastics film, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Coated & laminated package paper & plastics film, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
Coated & laminated paper mfg
Printing paper, coated at establishments other than where paper was produced
Printing paper, coated one side (for labels & similar uses), coated at establishments other than where paper was produced
Printing paper, coated two sides (for printing of magazines, directories, catalogs & similar uses), coated at establishments other than where paper was produced
Printing paper, coated at establishments other than where paper was produced, nsk
Gummed products
Gummed sealing tape, paper base & reinforced base, used for sealing & securing
Other gummed paper products, incl flat gummed papers, unprinted stock labels, corrugators' kraft tapes, etc.
Gummed products, nsk
Pressure-sensitive products
Pressure-sensitive single-faced tape, paper backing, excl electrical
Pressure-sensitive single-faced tape, film backing, excl electrical
All other pressure-sensitive tape, excl surgical & rubber-backed
Pressure-sensitive single-faced tape, cloth backing, excl surgical & electrical
Pressure-sensitive single-faced tape, electrical, all backings (except rubber)
Pressure-sensitive single-faced tape, reinforced & laminated, all backings, except surgical & rubber-backed
Pressure-sensitive single-faced tape, other, excl surgical & rubber-backed
Pressure-sensitive double-faced tape, excl surgical & rubber-backed
Pressure-sensitive base stock for labels
Other pressure-sensitive products, nec, unprinted
Pressure-sensitive base stock for other than labels
Pressure-sensitive labels, unprinted
Other pressure-sensitive products, nec, unprinted
Pressure-sensitive products, nsk
Wallcoverings
Wallcoverings, paper with less than 2 mils of coating
Wallcoverings, paper-coated or laminated with 2 mils or more of plastics, incl prepasted & nonpasted
Wallcoverings, fabric-backed, coated or laminated, woven
Wallcoverings, fabric-backed, coated or laminated, nonwoven

Other wallcoverings, incl scenic & panel decorations (excl rigid panels or tile form wallcoverings & wallcoverings that do not contain some paper or fabrics)

Wallcoverings, nsk

Gift wrap paper

Gift wrap paper, retail counter items, all types & weights, in rolls

Gift wrap paper, retail counter items, all types & weights, in folds

Other paper gift wrapping (incl counter rolls & flat sheets for stores' own use & paper gift wrap materials shipped to other manufacturers for further processing)

Gift wrap paper, nsk

Convert foil for nonpackaging applications

Converted aluminum foil, unmounted or coated, plain or printed

Converted aluminum foil, laminated to other materials

Other converted foil, including composition and metal leaf

Converted foil for nonpackaging applications, nsk

Other coated & processed papers, nec, except for packaging uses

Other coated & processed papers, except for packaging uses

Processed papers (embossed, leatherette, etc.), except for packaging uses

Waxed & wax-laminated paper for nonpackaging uses, incl household

Carbonless paper, coated at establishments other than where paper was produced

Plastics-coated paper, except for packaging uses

Other coated & processed papers, except for packaging uses, incl oiled, soap impregnated, treated, etc., but excl sensitized paper

Other coated & processed papers, incl. carbonless, oiled, etc.

Other coated & processed papers, except for packaging uses, nsk

Gift wrap paper

Gift wrap paper, retail counter items, all types/weights, rolls

Gift wrap paper, retail counter items, all types/weights, folds

Laminated aluminum foil gift wrap

Other paper gift wrapping (incl. counter rolls/flat sheets/etc.)

Gift wrap paper, nsk

Coated & laminated paper, nsk, total

Coated & laminated paper, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Coated & laminated paper, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
Plastics, foil & coated paper bag mfg
Specialty bags, pouches & liners, coated single-web paper
Specialty bags, pouches & liners, multiweb laminations & foil, except film-film
Paper-film multiweb specialty bags, pouches & liners
Foil specialty bags, pouches & liners & all paper or film combinations with foil
Other multiweb specialty bags, pouches & liners, except film-film
Specialty bags, pouches & liners, multiweb laminations & foil, except film-film, nsk
Plastics, foil & coated paper bags, nsk, total
Plastics, foil & coated paper bags, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Plastics, foil & coated paper bags, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
Uncoated paper & multiwall bag mfg
Uncoated single-web paper grocers' bags & sacks & variety & shopping bags
Uncoated paper grocers' bags & sacks
Uncoated paper variety bags & pouches (merchandise) & shopping bags
Uncoated paper variety bags & pouches (merchandise)
Uncoated paper shopping bags
Other uncoated paper bags & pouches, nec, incl specialty bags, mothproof bags, etc.
Uncoated paper grocers' bags & sacks & variety & shopping bags, nsk
Shipping sacks & multiwall bags, all materials except textiles
Single & double wall shipping sacks & bags, all materials except textiles
Multiwall (three-ply or more) shipping sacks & bags, all materials except textiles
Shipping sacks & multiwall bags, all materials except textiles, nsk
Uncoated paper & multiwall bags, nsk, total
Uncoated paper & multiwall bags, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Uncoated paper & multiwall bags, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
Laminated aluminum foil mfg for flexible packaging
Laminated aluminum foil rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses
Laminated aluminum film-foil (without paper) rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses
Extrusion laminated aluminum foil-paper combination rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses
Adhesive or wax laminated aluminum foil-paper combination rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses
Other laminated aluminum foils & gift wrap

Laminated aluminum foil-film-paper combination rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses

Laminated aluminum foil gift wrap

Other laminated aluminum foils, incl. paper/poly and foil/poly

Laminated aluminum foil rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses, nsk, total

Laminated aluminum foil rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Laminated aluminum foil rolls & sheets for flexible packaging uses, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

Surface-coated paperboard mfg

Pasted, lined, laminated, or surface-coated paperboard

Pasted, lined, laminated, or surface-coated paperboard, nsk, total

Pasted, lined, laminated, or surface-coated paperboard, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments

Pasted, lined, laminated, or surface-coated paperboard, nsk, for administrative-record establishments

PAPER BAG & COATED & TREATED PAPER: 59 MARKET RESEARCH CHAPTERS:


SPREADSHEET CHAPTERS:


NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.
1. RELATIVE CONSUMPTION - in US$ (Purchasing Parity Index applied) by Country by each Product (4-10 Digit Product Code) by Year: 1997 to Current year, Medium Term Forecast Current year to 2020, Long Term Forecast 2021-2028.

2. LOCAL CONSUMPTION - in Local Currency (Relative Inflation Index applied)


4. PRODUCT MARKETING COSTS & MARGINS

5. PRODUCT LAUNCH DATA - given as a percentage of Revenues - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

6. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CUSTOMER BASE PROFILE

7. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

8. HISTORIC INDUSTRY BALANCE SHEET DATA


10. INDUSTRY PROFILE - by Country by Year.

11. NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

The report is on a DVD containing the entire web and databases, or it is available online. Readers can access & reproduce the information for their own documents or reports.

Tables & databases as Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling.


Ordering:
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